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It is wonderful to see so many of our members adapting to this strange new normal we find

ourselves in at the moment, finding ways to pass on our enthusiasm to others via online

workshops and demos rather than physical ones, and/or enjoying being outside just soaking up

the warmth of the sun. The warm summer days have certainly helped to boost morale, too, but

even in this unusual year, the seasons roll on.

As the days get shorter and cooler it is so important that we keep the sunshine alive in our

hearts and continue to capture the warmth of love, peace, and tolerance on paper. We know

how much art heals and nourishes our souls when we create, but don’t forget it also helps

those who are not actively creating themselves. Just viewing a piece of art can be soothing or

help people make sense of, or escape from, these stressful times.

Stay safe and be well.

Ona Kingdon (President of IWSCA)
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An Insight into How Our Newsletter Is Created

The purpose of a newsletter is to include and inform. In the case of our IWS Canada Newsletter,
we hope it will also inspire. And with a Canada-wide plus international membership, our
newsletter provides a format through which we can get to know each other.

With the newsletter, our membership has at their fingertips, a visually pleasing and
comprehensive reference guide in each issue. For example: The leadership team has been
introduced. Initiatives have been explained (such as  Osmosis 2019 and Brush Pals 2020).
Membership news and artwork is featured, allowing all a glimpse at national and international
paintings and events. And workshops by master watercolourists, as well as IWS country
exhibition opportunities, are advertised, complete with timelines.

Those are the goals; now for the process:

Our next newsletter will go out December 1st.; therefore, the process starts at the beginning of
November! At the end of each newsletter, members are encouraged to submit information via
email to our iwscanada gmail or by posting on the IWS Canada Membership Facebook page, by
the deadline given, November 5 in this case.
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Then, the leadership team scours sources for submissions, emailing people for clarification on
titles or reaching out to members whose work they may have seen through other sources.

Other leadership team members may be requested to contribute or update information about
their jurisdictions. For example, Rose Butler, our Youth Director, may have current data to input,
or Michael Solovyev, our International Director, will post up-coming IWS Exhibitions.

Facts need double-checking. Editorial comments need to be composed, as do statements that
provide a smooth transition from one piece of information to another.  Writing needs to be
cohesive and unified.

Proof-reading (in English), is done repeatedly. Usually proofreading a newsletter is done 7 or 8
times over a couple of days with help from Tiina, our Regional Director and skilled proofreader.
Around the tenth or twelfth day from the start of the process, the document is sent off to be
translated into French by Christiane Fortin and/or Ingrid Lefevre. One can see why the
deadlines are essential.

A pdf file is created and is proofread a final time before it is sent out to our members. All in all,
the end result is certainly worth the effort!

BELOVED  by Elizabeth Gilbert

Could this little charmer grow up to be an
artist and a possible contributor to our

newsletter?
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Brush Pals

Thank you to all the participants of Brush Pals for your continued contributions. Here are the
latest works depicting our environments in both Canada and Holland.

Although the current circumstances make it more difficult to meet in person, we hope that
through art we can keep up the dialogue and continue to inspire each other and grow as artists.
We look forward to the day where we will be able to meet and share in person, but until then we
can continue to inspire one another with our paintings.

David Newman - SIDMOUTH
Rik Verdenius - OUDEZIJDS VOORBURGWALl II
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Coral Ye Chen - MOUNTAINS David Newman - HUNZBOS PLAS

Suzanne Dyke - FLOWERS

Alice Bottrill - HARBOUR

If you have a painting you want shared for the next newsletter, or you’d like to join Brush Pals,
please email us at iwscanada@gmail.com with:

● your name

● where you live

● and your email

If you are taking part in the Brush Pals Program please send your work to
iwscanada@gmail.com as well as to your Brush pals so that we can feature it in future
newsletters.
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Osmosis Brain Teasers for the Young and Young at heart

Our Youth Director, Rose Butler, has created another fun ‘spot the difference’ for us this month.
How many differences can you spot between the two images below?

What colour am I?

● The earliest forms of the pigment were extracted from the semi-precious limestone rock

mixture 'lapis lazuli.

● Chemist Heinz Berke noted: “Early mankind had no access to this colour because it is not

what you call an earth colour... you don't find it in the soil.”

● The rarity and difficulty of accessing the pigment encouraged civilizations to imbue the

colour with mystical properties.

● Jumping ahead in time, a pigment of this colour known as 'ultramarine' (meaning

'beyond the sea') became incredibly popular during the Italian Renaissance. Used widely

in Europe from around the twelfth century, ultramarine is one of the most prevalent

colours in western art history.

Have you guessed the colour?
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IWS International Exhibition News

IWS Theme Song Contest

Congratulations to the winners from all of us

at IWS Canada. What beautiful songs and

even more beautiful messages!

You can listen to Atanur Dogan’s message to,
and the winners’ songs, in the following
video:

https://www.facebook.com/iwsmusicnetadmi
n.iws/videos/159655505752504/UzpfSTE1MT
ExNTEwMjI0MzIyNjc6MjY3Mjg4MzQ4NjI1OT
AwOQ/

Congratulations Ze Ze from all of us at IWSCA!

You can also view the winning entry on You
tube:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOi4aSgi
JwI&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR3HIxe5Xr
V3FmW5RjOEetFs6K0jb7OTNFvmHTFNqFmo5
uYmmECPrtFP9uE

Many of you will remember Ze Ze well as she
attended our ‘Symphony in Watercolour’

Festival in 2018.

We would also like to commend Reha Sakar,

from Canada, for his entry and hope you

enjoy the video with this entry which features

many of our IWSCA members:

https://www.facebook.com/iwsmusicnetadm
in.iws/videos/149824990068889

Name of the song: Dreams

Music, arrangement and performing:
Cuneyt-Juneyt- Yetkiner

Lyrics: Reha Sakar (part of his poem)

Country: Canada

My Pallet

My pallet is full of rainbow colors,

Showing the people of the world,

My canvas is the planet earth,

With the rivers of water color paints,

My brush, my paper, is the house for
imagination,

My heart is the life, wisdom and center of
being alive.
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Membership News and Exhibitions

Our members have been working hard and achieving some amazing accomplishments during

these times. Check out some of the latest news:

Congratulations to Anne McCartney for being
accepted into the San Diego Watercolor

Society 40th International Exhibition 2020.
Her painting, “All For the Love of Marilyn”,
won the In Honor of Mary Juanita Wood

Award.

Such an amazing accomplishment!

We are pleased to hear that Ona Kingdon’s
painting ,“A Ray of Sunshine”, has been
juried into the Pennsylvania Watercolor

Society's International Exhibition.

Ona’s painting ‘Distant Dreams’ also won the
People’s Choice Award in the Red River

Watercolor Society National Exhibition and
was featured in an article advertising the

exhibition.

Keep up the good work, Ona!
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Coral Ye Chen was accepted into the Annual
International Mail-In Art Exhibition.

Keep up the good news!

Congratulations to Sun Jiangang for being

awarded Best in Show at the PWS Aqueous

International Exhibition.
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Roy Tibbits is featured in the Andrew & Laura
McCain Art Gallery from Sept 5- Oct 10, 2020.

Congratulations Roy! This exhibition looks
like it will be an amazing show.

Michelle Gervais’s painting, “Golden Girls”,
is one of forty paintings selected from 120
entries to form the Northern Ontario Arts

Association 64th Annual Exhibit. In
addition, it won the Muriel Backstrom

Memorial Award.
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We are delighted to hear that Luan Quach
was featured in the August issue of EMQ

Émergence Magazine Québec, a non-profit
web magazine leader in Québec since 1996.

Incredible achievement, Luan!

Congratulations to Renee Lippa for having
three of her paintings accepted into the
Federation of Canadian Artists The Small

Artwork Exhibition shown in the gallery and
online from Aug 17 - 30 in Vancouver, BC.

Awesome Job, Renee!
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Congratulations to Alice Bottrill for having
three of her paintings accepted into the
Federation of Canadian Artists The Small

Artwork Exhibition in Vancouver, BC.

Nicely done, Alice!

Congratulations to Gary Hamilton for having
two of his paintings accepted into the

Federation of Canadian Artists The Small
Artwork Exhibition in Vancouver, BC.

Bravo, Gary!

Congratulations to Coral Ye Chen for being
accepted into the Federation of Canadian

Artists The Small Artwork Exhibition in
Vancouver, BC.

We are so proud of you, Coral!
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Tiina Price’s painting ,“Woodland Will - O’-
The - Wisp”, will be part of the “Exposition
Internationale D’aquarelle - Albi, France
2020” this fall from Oct. 20-23, 2020. Her
painting will then have the chance to be
chosen from this show to go on to the

December 15-20 exhibition in Vietnam.

We can’t wait to hear the results. Amazing
accomplishment, Tiina!

Alice Bottrill will have her two paintings "What
Happened?" and "Alone Together" as part of
a charity exhibition called "Clouds Gone, Sky
Turns Blue" at the International Art Gallery in
the heart of downtown Vancouver, Sept. 19 -

Oct. 9, 2020.

Congratulations, Alice!
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Painting Gallery

We love finding out the story behind our members’ watercolours, whether it be where they

were painted, the techniques used, or the inspiration for the paintings.. Here are just a few

stories that were shared with us over the last few months:

Bill Stephens: OXFORD COUNTY
COURTHOUSE

“The Oxford County Courthouse, built in
1889, is still in use today. I find that these old
buildings are just so beautiful, and they have

so much detail that I just love to try and
capture.”

“FOLLOWING THE TURTLE” Elizabeth Gilbert

“The turtle, to many in North America, is a
symbol of Mother Earth, of creation, of life

and health. In an evening paddle near
Georgian Bay, I found myself following the

slow and efficient swim of a large turtle
beneath my kayak. In a world in which many

have lost their reference points, reality or
reflection, rough granite as old as eternity or

illusive transitory image without form on
water, one needs to look deeper to find our

reference to move forward.”
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BELIEVE
Masuda Ahmed

“ I am a Muslim but I respect all religions. I
think that people can choose their own

beliefs. When someone calls their God I am
sure they feel some kind of connection

between them and the Almighty they are
calling to.”

Tiina Price:  PULLING THE CLOUDS BEHIND

“The clouds were reflected on the silky
surface of the Ottawa River as we kayaked to
the Ecological Zone on the Quebec side. The
wake of my sister’s kayak seemed a magnet,

attracting the reflections.. I wanted to convey
the sense of peace and unity with the

elements.”

Cheryl Moskaluk

“Rare sketching time this summer. Visiting the
family ranch south of Pincher Creek, AB. The

willows were blooming.”
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Debra Bannister

“My watercolour of Sean Connery - Still one
of the sexiest men alive - oooh, all that

charisma!”

Shirley Yang : SELF-ISOLATION?

‘My son asked me to paint it from a photo he
took on his recent bike ride’.
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Demo’s by Members

It is wonderful to see our members sharing their painting methods with their fellow members.
Hope you enjoy watching these:

Thank you to Mykhailo Rychkov
for sharing this demo .

Materials used:
Colors- Rosa watercolor
Brushes- Rosa stream №8
Rosa lake №6
Paper- Fabriano Rosaspina 11X15
см

You can watch his demo here:

https://www.facebook.com/100010265646198/videos/g.1969743059708473/121620796873138
0

Our Youth Director, Rose Butler, has also
created a beginner’s teaching video .

You can watch her video here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1BFInxDsaI&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR1vbw-l3uN76ag
k4eMdDROo9jfpDOiiEs-oI_S0K5AFxINvvvpLCdO1iCc
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International Director Michael Solovyev takes us on a virtual trip to Portugal in his demo.

Click on this link to watch his demo:

https://www.facebook.com/MichaelSolovyevStudio/videos/840516226353169/

And finally, Shelley Prior
shows us how to paint
dramatic skies.

https://www.facebook.com/shelley.prior.14/videos/10158347144915700/

Thank you all for sharing your knowledge with us.
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Deadlines for Upcoming IWS Country Events

Due to the ongoing COVID pandemic there are no current calls to artists for physical events.

On the next few pages are the entry details and submission form for an online event organised by
IWS California USA.
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Stay safe everyone!
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The NEXT ISSUE  of our newsletter will be out December 1, 2020.

Please send ideas/photos to be included in the next issue

to iwscanada@gmail.com by November  5th, 2020.
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